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SET YOUR bUDGET/SET YOUR
ThEmE/DO IT TOGEThER PRIORITISE ThE ImPORTANT
Sit down with your partner and talk ThINGS
through your ideas together, you
should be making these decisions
together! Men these days want to get
involved; after all it’s their wedding as
well. Ask each other what sort of
wedding the other has envisaged, you
may both have completely diﬀerent
ideas. Do you want a Church
ceremony, a civil ceremony or a
Humanist ceremony or a blessing?

PLANNING GUIDE
Planning your wedding can be one of the most stressful yet most fun
times in your life and Steve Rowe Magic is here to help you every step
of the way. The following guide has been designed to make planning
your wedding day fun and easy. Please let us be amongst the first to
wish you all the best on your forth coming marriage.

Resources:
www.hitched.co.uk

www.boho-weddings.com

Once you have done this then look at
your budget, yes I know it may not be
the most romantic aspect of planning
a wedding but it pays to be realistic
about your expectations and also it
will help with the whole planning
process. Talk about what you can
aﬀord, what you have saved and how
much you can put away each month.
The amount of time you need to save
may also have a reflection on your
wedding date. Also it’s a good idea to
find out if family members are going to
be contributing, and if so how much?
Don’t presume, it’s always good to
know at the beginning stages.
Once this is done you can look at the
mood of the day and ideas on how you
want it to feel/look. Do you have any
sort of theme, have you seen
anything you like the look of, do you
have your own ideas how to
make the day special to you?

Discuss with your fiancé what is
important to each of you. For one a
photographer may be the most
important thing to get organised, the
other it may be the entertainment, but
you may not be too bothered about
the car. This way you know where you
need to spend your money and where
you can save it. By doing this now you
won’t make any mistakes further down
the line, by not allotting each supplier
enough time, money or attention.

GET ORGANISED
Get a folder together containing
divider cards and plastic envelopes.
Make a section for each thing you can
think of; venue, photographer,
entertainment,
cuttings
from
magazines, etc this way nothing will
get lost. Here you can keep all
contacts, contracts, emails and quotes
in one place.
It’s also a good idea to put together a
spreadsheet with all the details on it; a
to do list, guest list, budget planner
etc. Keeping everything in one place
will help later on in the planning
process and make your life a lot easier.
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outside the box if you are looking for
something a bit diﬀerent. There are so
many places that hold wedding
licences these days, cinemas, old
swimming pools, warehouses, pubs
and bars, you aren’t just limited to the
old stately home or church and don’t
forget about marquees and tipis. This
could be a more flexible option if you
are looking to put your own stamp on
your wedding day.

kEEP A chEck LIST
Once you have an idea of what needs
to be done don’t over stress yourself by
trying to do everything at once. List
each job to be done and then break
down how many months you have to
do it all before the wedding, then allot
each month a list of jobs. Keep this list
in your wedding folder and tick oﬀ
each job as it is done.

SET A DATE AND YOUR
GUEST LIST
Decide what part of the year you both
want to get married and check with
important family members before you
book anything. Be ready to be flexible
if you can and have a few dates in mind
as many venues may not be available
if you only have one date in mind.
Once you have this, draw up a very
rough guest count so you have some
idea what sort of numbers you have,
remember the more guests you have
the more expensive the wedding will
be, so choose wisely!

DO YOUR RESEARch
This may be time-consuming but don’t
take the first option given to you, or
make hasty decisions. Each supplier
needs researching, what was good for
one person may not be good for you!
By spending time looking at all of your
options you will not only save your
self-money but create a more personal
wedding with your own style.

bUY WEDDING INSURANcE

fIND YOUR VENUE
Finding your venue could very well be
the hardest part of the planning
process, as it will be the biggest
decision you make and set the whole
tone for your day. But once you have
you will find a lot of things fall into
place.
Lots of popular places get booked up
quickly, especially if you are looking for
a Saturday venue. If you are looking for
a Friday, Sunday or mid-week then
there may be more availability and
flexibility, however Fridays are
becoming nearly as popular as
Saturdays these days. Try and think

The average UK wedding costs
between £15,000 and £20,000. Just
think about the cost of wedding rings,
a wedding dress, catering and the
many other wedding essentials and
you will soon see how much they add
up to. While it is not very romantic to
think about what might go wrong with
your wedding, it is best to be prepared.
Purchasing wedding insurance from
the moment you start spending money
on your wedding could really help with
peace of mind for both your wedding
spend, and honeymoon spend alike.

SELEcT YOUR WEDDING
RINGS
Now you have set a date and
purchased wedding insurance you can
start to buy all of the accessories that
will bring your big day together —
including the wedding rings that you’ll
both wear forever. Some say that the
tradition of wedding rings comes from
the circular shape symbolising an

endless stream of love. Others say the
tradition stems from the fact that a
vein runs directly from your wedding
finger to the heart, connecting the two
constantly. Whatever the truth, when
selecting your ring you are not just
choosing a beautiful piece of jewellery
that will look lovely on your finger, you
are also taking another step towards
bonding yourselves together forever.

PLAN YOUR GUEST LIST
Where do you start with your guest list?
The truth is you have probably already
thought about it. When you were
young did you dream of the fairytale
wedding or was yours a smaller, more
intimate aﬀair? When you planned
your wedding budget presumably you
have agreed on the amount you will be
spending on your reception venue. As
you have selected your venue it’s safe
to assume that you have a good idea
of the size of your wedding party. So
now start typing out names — and our
advice is really quite simple. Start with
the people closest to you, the key
players (family members, best man or
men, bridesmaids, etc) and then work
outwards. Imagine you are designing
your ‘family and friends tree’.

have a 9 month lead time from
choosing the dress to it being delivered
to the shop, so you need to make sure
you leave yourself enough time.

ORDER WEDDING
STATIONERY

At this point, do not worry about the
actual number of people you have
down but think more about not
overlooking anyone. Once you are
convinced you have everyone
included, you can start eliminating
people oﬀ the list or at least
categorising people into daytime and
evening guests. Be prepared to give
and take a little when discussing
people with your partner and try to be
as accommodating as possible. That
being said, remember that it is your
day and if there is somebody there that
will really make your day, stand firm!

chOOSE YOUR DRESS
This is probably the best bit of the
whole wedding experience!! To most
brides it is so much fun but some
brides do find it stressful and put so
much pressure on finding ‘The’ dress!
The first thing I would say to do is
research! Make sure you do as much
research as possible. Look through the
magazines; search the internet so you
have a good idea what you like before
you go. Be ready to try as many style’s
on as possible and go with an open
mind. What you thought you may
choose may not be what you finally
decide on. Also a lot of the dress shops

Whilst you’ve probably already told
everyone you know about your up and
coming marriage, now is the time to
make it oﬀicial. Your wedding
invitations should be sent out
approximately 3-6 months in advance
of your big day, but it’s never too early
to choose a design or style of
stationery that you love. In order to
give your guests as much notice as
possible, why not send out ‘save the
date’ cards to announce your wedding
and ensure that your guests keep that
date free, with an ‘oﬀicial invitation to
follow’ in the near future. Think about
purchasing your wedding stationery
order from a single supplier in order to
save time, and consider ordering
personalised wedding stationery
directly from hitched.co.uk. The
stationery order can include
everything from wedding place cards
to menus, order of service cards and
thank you cards, all created in the
same design to match your wedding
theme.

ThE hONEYmOON
Having dealt with various wedding
suppliers, bridesmaid issues, months
of stress and trying to make the biggest

day of your life perfect you will need a
holiday. Your honeymoon is normally
your first few weeks alone with your
new partner, so it should be truly
exciting. If you’ve not built your
honeymoon spend into your main
wedding budget then decide between
you both how much money you can
allocate for your honeymoon, and
where you’d like to go. A honeymoon
is generally taken within the first few
days of being married, but if you want
to wait and pro-long your wedding
celebration or save extra money then
there’s no harm in that. Changing your
name on the passport is best left until
after you return from the holiday, but if
you don’t own a passport with a least
6 months validity left on it, it would be
advisable to get one sooner rather
than later. Depending on where you
travel to, you may need to check
whether or not you require a visa.

chOOSE YOUR SUPPLIERS
AND GET ORGANISED
Once you have your venue,
photographer, dress, entertainment
and catering the rest of the wedding
will begin to take a bit more structure
and fall into place.
Get a list together of everything there
is to do - invitations, flowers, cake,
decorations, outfits, transport etc keep
it simple an excel spread sheet may do
the trick or maybe you just like good
old pen and paper.
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Work out when each job needs to be
done and spread it all out on a month
by month basis. A check list will help
you stay focused and also it helps to
incorporate the budget which will help
you stay on track. Also it’s very
important to spend time researching
each supplier; don’t book the first
person you find. Where you can, go
and meet them, sample what they
have to oﬀer, Steve Rowe Magic will do
just that - we are more than happy to
meet you for a chat before you even
make any decisions on the right
entertainment. Look at their website,
but also check out their blogs and
Facebook pages, as with the
photographers they may have more up
to date work on these.

chOOSE YOUR
PhOTOGRAPhER
You will find that good photographers
get booked up a year in advance, so
this is one of the first suppliers you
need to book. If you have your eye on
a certain person you don’t want to be
disappointed because you haven’t got
your booking in quick enough.
Photography is a very personal thing
and there is a huge amount of choice.
I would advise you to look at the
photographers blogs as well as their
website as they tend to put more up to
date work on them, also you get to see
whole weddings not just the best bits
that may be on the websites. Also look
at diﬀerent wedding blogs as this is
often a great way to find the style of

photographer you may be looking for.
Choose your top 2-3 and go and meet
them. It’s SO important you get on with
your photographer because if you
don’t you won’t be comfortable in your
pictures and it will show! Your
photographer is the one person you
will spend the whole day with so it’s
important you get on.

chOOSE YOUR
ENTERTAINmENT
The next thing that gets booked up
quickly is entertainment so get in
quickly! The type of entertainment you
choose can have a massive impact on
the party aspect of the wedding. If you
are choosing a band, try and get to
hear them play first, ask for
recommendations and choose a band
that fits in with your taste. Also look at
diﬀerent parts of your day, there are so
many diﬀerent options these days
from garden games, village fete games,
magicians, photo booths, musicals,
singers, circus acts….anything goes!
Choose something that fits in with your
theme and tone of the day.

cATERING AND DRINk
Catering is another thing that gets
booked up way in advance, so
something you will need to look at
early on in your planning. If you have
chosen a venue that doesn’t have on
sight catering then you will need to
look into outside catering companies.
Many will be able to provide the drink

as well, or you may want to hire in a
separate bar company, or run the bar
yourself to save some money. You
need to think about what sort of food
you want and take it from there. Many
catering companies will be able to help
you with your menus choices, oﬀering
up ideas and variations. Remember
there are so many options these days,
you don’t have to go for a 3 course sit
down meal, and something more
relaxed may be up your street! A BBQ,
Hog Roast, afternoon tea, crepe van,
ice cream trick, fish and chip van, a
buﬀet! Choose something that fits in
with your day and tastes.

YOUR WEDDING GIfT LIST
Whilst you are getting married for love,
one nice ‘bonus’ is all those lovely
presents you are going to receive, even
better, you get to pick them all out
yourself! Most girls love shopping so
going in to a store or online and
choosing anything you want for your
guest list will be amazing and is also a
smart idea because it avoids you being
given 3 toasters or 9 blenders. A wedding
gift list is also good for couples who do
already live together and have everything.
You can choose unusual presents that
you might not purchase yourself or
simply select gifts that will resemble your
day or the love you have for each other.
Wedding gift lists can be arranged at most
leading department stores.

ARRANGE STAG AND hEN
NIGhTS

cREATE A TAbLE PLAN
If you’ve made use of the ‘save the
date’ cards, most of your guests should
be well aware when your wedding is
and will be eagerly anticipating the
invitation landing on their doormat.
You should send out your invites a
minimum of 8 weeks before your
wedding however sooner is often
better. If you are inviting a lot of
overseas guests it would be advisable
to send them early in order for replies
to come back to you. There is nothing
more frustrating than not knowing
how many people to cater for or where
to seat who if you are unsure of your
final numbers. One way around this is
to have a ‘reserve list’ of people that
you would like to invite if numbers
permit. Your table plan will need to be
arranged as soon as you have all of
your RSVP’s back from the guests you
invited.

Also known as ‘the last night of
freedom’ the stag or hen party will be
a night or weekend celebration with
your best friends to celebrate your
future wedding. Whether your party be
at home, out on the town or abroad,
your stag or hen party will be all about
you, and will be a celebration to
remember forever. Consider adding
your stag and hen parties into your
initial wedding budget so that you
know how much money you have to
organise your event with, avoiding the
worry of spending lots of unexpected
money as the days to your wedding
draw closer.

ThE fINIShING TOUchES

ENjOY IT!

Every couple’s wedding is unique to
them so it is diﬀicult to put into words
exactly what final touches you will
need to take care of. Things to think
about are your wedding breakfast
menu, order of service, rehearsals,
speeches, readings, poems, thank you
gifts, the first dance, wedding music,
timings, transport, children, favours,
first night accommodation, return of
hired outfits, thank you cards, etc.

Don’t let the planning consume you,
far too often when you plan a wedding
it is all you can think about. Try and
allot yourself chunks of time to do
you’re planning. Doing a bits here and
there will just end up with you doing it
every day. Your time may be better
spent by putting a day aside every
month to get the jobs done. This way
you won’t let the wedding run your life.
Don’t forget it’s your day, you will
spend a lot of your time trying to make
other people happy, especially your
family and guests, but it’s your day,
don’t forget that. Yes you have to be
sympathetic to other people’s needs
and wants, but the two people that
have the final say are you two.

And don’t forget why you are getting
married. Some couple loose site of the
actual marriage as they focus so much
on the wedding itself, yes it is the best
day of your life, but you also have the
rest of your lives together, so try and
focus on the long term aim!
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hIDDEN WEDDING
cOSTS EVERY
cOUPLE NEEDS
TO kNOW AbOUT
SAY GOODbYE TO SURPRISE INVOIcES YOUR WALLET WILL ThANk YOU!

Bridebook.co.uk is home to the most powerful wedding budget
planner available – simply enter your wedding budget and in one
click you’ll have your budget expertly assigned for you, based on
exactly what you want to be at your wedding! You can finally say
goodbye to spreadsheets and penny pinching. But even the most
diligent of betrothed-to-be can be caught oﬀ guard by some of these
pesky hidden wedding costs that you think are already included.
If you really want your wallet to thank you, see the inside scoop we’ve
compiled below, detailing all the hidden costs you’d never even think
to allow for in the run-up to your wedding day.

1. If you are getting married in a
church, remember, that you will
have to pay extra for an organist, a
bell ringer or a choir.
2. An oﬀ-site civil ceremony will cost
more than a ceremony at a registry
oﬀice.
3. Wedding dress prices often don’t
include any potential alterations
(and the bride usually needs
approximately three fittings!)
4. Don’t forget any delivery costs.
Some florists, cake makers, etc. will
charge a fee when delivering from a
certain distance.
5. Check if envelopes are included in
the price of your stationery (can you
believe that sometimes they
aren’t?!)
6. Consider stamps! Depending on the
weight of your invitations and on
how far they will have to travel,
stamps can add up!
7. It is a good idea to think about some
food for when you and your
bridesmaids/groomsmen
are
getting ready, even if just a platter of
sandwiches you could make up the
day before. Alcohol and hunger do
not go well together.
8. If you want to relocate your flowers
from the ceremony venue to the
reception venue, your florist may
charge you a fee for the extra work.
9. If you are filming your wedding,
some musicians may charge a fee
for their performance to be filmed –
so ask in advance.
10. Make sure your venue (or caterer)
includes the service charge in the
bill. It can be an unpleasant

surprise to have another 12.5%
added to your bill at the last
minute.
11. Provide nourishment for your
wedding team: photographer,
videographer, entertainer, band or
DJ. They won’t be expecting the
same meal as your guests
necessarily but check their
contracts, as some do stipulate hot
meals.
12. Definitely don’t forget about
corkage fees. Even if you found
alcohol on a massive bargain, it
may not make a diﬀerence when
you consider how much the venue
will charge you for serving it.
13. If you are having a marquee, make
sure you take out insurance that
will cover any potential damage.
14. How are you getting to the church,
to the party and where you are
staying after? If you need a car,
tractor or horse, factor that in.
15. Don’t forget about VAT. Read the
small print to avoid any surprises.
16. Budget in any post-wedding
spending, for example, dry
cleaning the wedding dress, thank
you notes, etc. At the root of it
all, make sure you note everything
down somewhere and make
arrangements that are clear to
both parties for everything, to
avoid any nasty surprises. That
way, you’re on top of it – so don’t
worry!
happy Planning!
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chOOSING ThE

RIGhT
ENTERTAINmENT

Having entertainment at your wedding
is essential for so many reasons. There
are many types to consider from DJ,
Photo Booths, Singers, Bands,
Magicians, Fire Eaters, Illusionists,
Silhouette Artist, Characaturists….the
list goes on.
We have worked with many and can of
course recommend for your wedding
but firstly you need to decide what you
would like and to do that you need to
understand why it is so important to
have something on your big day. Click
here to find out more
You spend so long looking and
planning what we would consider
'formalities' which are not so
'essential' like table design, wedding
covers, table favours, decoration whilst these additions do create an
atmosphere and a theme to the day,
what they do not do is create
'experience'. When people experience
something, they have an emotional tie
with it and that emotional tie creates
memories. Memories are what your
guests will have for a very long time,
often a lifetime if the memory is
powerful enough. You want your
guests to not only have the most
amazing time at your wedding, but to
remember it for all the right reasons.

If you have been to a wedding, think
back at what you remember about it.
Think about the emotions that
memory creates even now. Ask
yourself what it was you remember so
vividly, there will be key moments like
the bride seeing the groom for the first
time, the bride being walked down the
isle, the first dance, the friends you
were with, the love, the laughter, ALL
these are emotionally tied and locked
with you…..I bet for sure you did not
remember chair covers at a single
wedding? Yet chair covers cost more
than most entertainment on your day
- fact.
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1. bUDGET
You are likely to spend anything from
£300 to £1500 on your entertainment,
with an average of about £500.

2. WhEN TO ENTERTAIN?
“During what times do I need wedding
entertainment?" It is a must once the
wedding breakfast is over, so that you
and your guests can relax and enjoy
the evening - a band or a DJ is perfect.
However, you may find you want more
entertainment throughout your
wedding day, to really give your guests
something to talk about and again,
create those all important memories to
cherish.
A perfect time to provide some
amazing entertainment such as a
harpist,
silhouette
artists,
characaturist, magician is straight after
the ceremony, when you are busy
taking wedding photos. Your guests
will be walking amongst each other,
enjoying a drink and a canapé or two,
and a professional entertainer will be
a great conversation starter whilst
relieving any natural 'lull's which will
happen.

SO WhY A mAGIcIAN?
A magical entertainer, like myself Steve
Rowe, is an essential part of your big
day for many reasons. I WILL BLEND IN
WITH YOUR DAY.
I do not need a big entrance, the day is
not about me… I WILL KEEP YOUR
GUESTS THOROUGHLY ENTERTAINED.
My combination of stunning visual

magic and a relaxing persona really
helps your guests enjoy the day fully
and I always have something special
up my sleeve for you, the wedding
couple. I perform to both Adults and
Children, leaving no-one out and
everyone feels they have had that
special attention they so deserve.
Just take a look at the picture opposite
– it is NOT photoshopped, though
many think it is, it’s purely an ‘eye
popping’
moment
captured
beautifully. The timing is perfect and
that doesn’t happen by accident.
Whichever package you choose, I will
liaise closely with your photographer
to ensure we get THE VERY BEST
REACTIONS AND MOMENTS TO
CAPTURE YOUR DAY.
RECEPTION DRINKS
After your ceremony this is when the
photographer will gather yourselves,
immediate family and your guests for
some oﬀicial shots. Often in small
groups and taking at least an hour, the
remaining guests can relax for a drink.
It’s important to keep the day flowing
for everyone, no lull or dull moments.
A magician at this time is a great idea
and I meander my way around
everyone keeping the buzz going.
WEDDING BREAKFAST
What better way to make your guests
feel special than a magic performance
just for them. I approach each table
between courses for an individual

show involving everyone and having a
lot of fun. This is a great opportunity for
some amazing photographs which will
really capture the energy of the day. I
will often come to the top table at the
start and then again for one finale
piece of magic after all other tables
have seen me.
TURNOVER PERIOD
After the Wedding Breakfast the service
team will be working hard to change
the room over ready for the evening.
Your guests will be mingling in the bar
and lounge areas, after the meal
everyone is relaxed – my mix and
mingle magic style is perfect to keep
them entertained.

EVENING GUESTS
Your evening guests arrive and there is
always a period before everyone gets
dancing – mingling around the bar and
lounge rooms. General chat about the
day, my style works perfectly to create
and exciting buzz ready for the party
ahead. The older guests will find areas
to sit and chat rather than wanting a
full on party, so my presence is very
welcome. They will know you thought
about every aspect of the day, making
them feel special too.

fIND OUT mORE WWW.STEVEROWEmAGIc.cO.Uk

QUESTIONS
TO ASk
YOUR
WEDDING
VENUE

1. Which dates are available in
our chosen wedding month?
Weekends and Saturdays are the
most popular choice for weddings
and the dates can be booked up a
year in advance!
2. how many guests can this venue
accommodate? Your guest list will
hugely depend on the size of your
venue, for example if your venue can
accommodate 300 people, it won’t
matter so much if a few of your 200
guests bring a plus one.
3. Would it be possible to have our
wedding ceremony at this venue?
Which rooms could we use for this
purpose? Having your ceremony
and reception at the same location
can be a HUGE money-saver, as you
can use the same flowers and
decorations and you won’t need
transport!
4. how long do we have the use of
the venue for? Is there a set
ending time? Can we extend?
Venues located in densely
populated areas will often have a
curfew and sound limitations, so
you will want to know about this
ahead of time in order to make
contingency plans!
5. Will you be hosting any other
weddings at the same time as
ours? If you are planning on having
your wedding in a hotel, it is
possible that there might be other

weddings happening at the same
time. While there isn’t much you can
do about this, it is always better
knowing ahead of time!
6. What time would we be able to
start setting up for the wedding?
The day before or early in the
morning of the same day are the
usual options for set-up, but you
want to know the exact times so you
can communicate these to your
other vendors.
7. What are the guidelines for
decorations? Some venues will
have limitations on the use of
candles and confetti while others,
like art galleries or museums might
have
restrictions
on
flash
photography.
8. Are the tablecloths, chairs,
cutlery and glasses provided or
do we need to rent our own? Can
we have a look at the available
choices? If you choose to get the
tablecloths, napkins, etc that are
provided by your venue, make sure
to get this in writing, in case they
decide to change their colour
scheme and the final results clash
with your wedding colours!
9. Do you have a list of preferred
caterers? can we see sample
menus? Sometimes a venue will
have caterers it recommends, other
times a venue will have caterers you
must use. Either way, ask to see a list

of their favourites, it might be
helpful hiring someone who has
worked at the venue before!
10. can we bring our own alcohol? If
so, what corkage do you charge?
Sometimes the corkage fees can
be so much that it is cheaper to
buy your venue’s drinks than
providing your own.
11. Do you have the option of a paid
bar? Would there be a specific
amount that would have to be
reached before the end of the
reception? You may want your
guests to pay for their own drinks
on your Wedding Day (and why not
after all of your generous
hospitality?!) If that is the case,
make sure you ask the venue
whether or not there is a minimum
spend. This will save you
from unexpected costs at the end
of the day!
12. can this venue accommodate a
band or Dj, including all of their
equipment? Are there enough
electrical outputs for the music
and the lighting? An important
enquiry to make if you are
planning on having dancing after
the wedding breakfast. You
certainly don’t want to have
booked and paid for a DJ and find
out the venue will not
accommodate him!
13. Do you have any special facilities
for children? If there is an extra
room available for the kids, we
definitely advise you to use it!

Nothing entertains children more
than having a few games or even a
Disney movie on in the
background, leaving the adults to
enjoy the speeches and the
dancing.
14. Do you have disabled access? If
anyone from your guest list is
disabled it will be important to ask
your venue whether there is access
and toilets for them to use.
15. When do we need to pay our
holding deposit? Are there any
other fees we should know about?
(Corkage, taxes, service charge)
Paying your deposit is important
as it is often what secures your
venue for the wedding date
agreed. Make sure you enquire
with your venue when this is due,
to avoid any disappointment!
16. Would there be a venue
coordinator available on the
day? If there is a venue coordinator
available, we strongly advise you
enlist their help! They will know
how to provide you with a
completely stress-free experience
and that everything runs smoothly.
17. Is VAT included in the price? You
may
have
thought
you
found yourself a bargain and
booked your chosen venue
immediately. However, your invoice
was
much
higher
than
expected because VAT was not
included in the price you were
quoted. To make sure this doesn’t
happen, simply ask your venue if

the price you are being quoted is
VAT inclusive!
18. (If an outdoor wedding) What
are the possible options in case
of inclement weather? If the
venue has rooms that can be used
for your ceremony, make sure to
see them and imagine how the
space could work for you.
19. Are fireworks allowed? If you
have dreamt about having a
firework display at your wedding
since you were little and your
favourite
venue
on
your
shortlist doesn’t permit them, you
are going to have a decision to
make! If having fireworks are top of
your priority list, then this should
be the first thing you ask.
20. how would car-parking work on
the day? Will there be enough

car parking spaces for all of your
guests? Will there be someone to
show your guests where to go
from the car park? If you have
friends and family living all over the
country and know that lots of them
will drive to your wedding, it is
important they will have
somewhere to park their car. Ask
your venue car-parking questions
to prevent Grandma from having
to park her car a few miles from
your reception!
21. Does your venue have liability
insurance? Of course you want
your Wedding Day to run as
smoothly as possible, but
accidents happen! Make sure you
ask your venue whether or not they
cover any (unlikely) accidents that
may occur on the day!
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We hope you enjoyed this guide and that it will be helpful to you.
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